Abstract. A class of periodic soliton cellular automata is introduced associated with crystals of non-exceptional quantum affine algebras. Based on the Bethe ansatz at q = 0, we propose explicit formulas for the dynamical period and the size of certain orbits under the time evolution in A (1) n case.
Introduction
The box-ball system [TS, T] is a soliton cellular automaton on a one dimensional lattice. It is an ultradiscrete integrable system [TTMS] that exhibits factorized scattering, and has been studied from a variety of aspects. Among them an efficient viewpoint is a solvable vertex model [B] at q = 0, where the time evolution of the box-ball system is identified with the action of a transfer matrix. It has led to a direct formulation [HHIKTT, FOY] by the crystal base theory, a theory of quantum group at q = 0 [K] , and generalizations associated with quantum affine algebras [HKT1, HKOTY] . For some latest developments along this line, see [IKO, KOY1] .
These approaches may be summarized as an exploitation of the idea of commuting transfer matrices [B] in the crystal setting. As a method of analysing solvable lattice models, it is complementary to the most standard technique known as the Bethe ansatz [Be] . Thus it is natural to seek an application of the Bethe ansatz to the box-ball system and its generalizations. Indeed this has been achieved to some extent for A (1) 1 [KOTY, Ta] , leading to the vertex operators creating ultradiscrete solitons, partition functions, separation into action-angle variables, an inverse scattering method and so forth. These results are essentially concerned about the box-ball system on the infinite lattice.
The aim of this paper is to extend the box-ball system to periodic versions and launch a Bethe ansatz approach to them. For non-exceptional affine Lie algebra g n , we construct a periodic ultradiscrete dynamical system that tends to the g n automaton [HKT1] in an infinite lattice limit. It is based on the factorization of the combinatorial R [HKT2] , and coincides with [YT, MIT] for g n = A
(1)
n . See also [KNY] . As for the Bethe ansatz side, we invoke a systematic treatment at q = 0 [KN] . The Bethe equation is linearized into the string center equation and an explicit weight multiplicity formula has been established by counting the off-diagonal solutions to the string center equation. It is a version of the fermionic formula and is called the combinatorial completeness of the string hypothesis at q = 0.
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In this paper two applications of these results are presented. First we show that the generic Bethe eigenvalue of a transfer matrix at q = 0 is a root of unity related to the dynamical period of the periodic automata. Second we relate each summand in the weight multiplicity formula [KN] to the size of a certain orbit under the time evolution of the automata. Both of these results are parameterized by the string patterns in the Bethe ansatz. Upon identification of the strings with solitons, they reproduce the expressions in [YYT] for A
(1) 1 with l = ∞. Our basic tool is the combinatorics of the Bethe ansatz at q = 1 [KKR, KR] , namely, the rigged configurations and their bijective correspondence with the automaton highest states. In this terminology, it is the configuration that plays the role of the conserved quantity, which is an analogous feature to the infinite system [KOTY] . It is an interesting problem to synthesize the combinatorial Bethe ansätze at q = 1 and q = 0, which will provide a unified perspective over the automata on the infinite and the periodic lattices.
The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 a periodic g n automaton is formulated. In section 3 the Bethe eigenvalues are investigated at q = 0. In section 4 the dynamical period of the periodic automata is related to the result in section 3. In section 5 sizes of certain dynamical orbits are related to the multiplicity formula in [KN] . The last two sections are mostly conjecture based arguments, so we have included some compelling experimental data. The paths treated there are time evolutions of the highest ones, so their weights are within the dominant chamber. The classes of time evolutions being considered in sections 4 and 5 are different. In fact the latter is wider containing the former, therefore the 'period' in section 4 is a notion different from the 'size of orbit' in section 5. A further generalization should be possible to general g n and even within A 4 . Due to the limitation of the space we omit the explanation of the standard notations and facts in the crystal theory.
Periodic g n automaton
Let U q (g n ) be the quantum affine algebra associated with non-exceptional g n = A
n+1 . Denote by B l the crystal of the l-fold symmetric fusion of the vector representation of U q (g n ) [KKM] . We are going to introduce a dynamical system on the finite tensor product B := B l1 ⊗ B l2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ B lL . There are a variety of weight preserving automorphism of B that can be regarded as a time evolution. For instance, consider the maps T 1 , . . . , T L : B → B defined by
Here R k k+1 is the combinatorial R that exchanges the k-th and (k+1)-th component from the left, and
It is an observation going back to [Y] that the Yang-Baxter equation and the inversion relation of R lead to the commuting family
Let us turn to another class of time evolutions which will be the main object in the rest of the paper. For A (1) n it is a dual of the above construction (cf. [KNY] ). The representative time evolution of the class is given by
Here S i is the Weyl group operator [K] and represented by the semistandard tableau, one has σ(11245) = 13455. See [HKT2] section 2 for the notation in the other algebras. We call the dynamical system on B with the time evolution (2) the periodic g n automaton. In case B is of the form B = B ⊗L 1 , it will be called the basic periodic g n automaton. 
Let us explain the origin of (2). Recall that the automata in the infinite system [HKT1, FOY, HHIKTT, HKOTY] have the set of states · · · ⊗ B li ⊗ B li+1 ⊗ · · · with the boundary condition that the sufficiently distant local states are the highest element u li = (1 li ) ∈ B li . The commuting family of time evolutions T l (l ∈ Z ≥1 ) are induced by the relation
under the isomorphism of crystals. It was proved in [HKT2] that T l with sufficiently large l is factorized as (2), where all the S i actually act asẽ ∞ i . In this sense (2) is a natural analogue of T ∞ in the infinite system, which corresponds to the limit the periodic g n automaton when the system size L grows to infinity under the above mentioned boundary condition. The indices i k in Table 1 are equal to i k+j in [HKT2] for some j. They have been chosen so as to make the tableau letter representing the vacuum ('background' or 'empty box') to be 1. More time evolutions can be introduced corresponding to the other choices of the indices i k in [HKT2] . Leaving them for a future study, we comment on T l with finite l acting on B. A natural idea is to define it by an analogue of the relation (3) 
is not necessarily the highest element u l in general. If such v l exists and p ′ is unique even when v l is not unique, we set
. See section 5 for more arguments. On the other hand for l sufficiently large, we expect that T l (p) exists. In fact the following assertion is valid.
Set v l = (x 1 , . . . , x n+1 ). Here the number x i ∈ Z ≥0 (i ∈ Z n+1 ) of the letter i in the semistandard tableau on length l row is determined by
The condition (4) stated in an intrinsic manner, is actually a simple postulate that among {1, . . . , n+1}, the letter 1 should be no less than any other ones in the semistandard tableaux consisting of p. A similar theorem is valid also for D
(1) n . The time evolution T ∞ (2) commutes with several operators acting on B, which form the symmetry of (T ∞ flow of) our periodic g n automaton. By using (2) and S i σ B = σ B S σ −1 (i) (see [HKT2] ), it is easy to check that T ∞ S i = S i T ∞ for i = 0, 1. The symmetry operators or 'Bäcklund transformations' {S i | 2 ≤ i ≤ n} form a classical Weyl group listed in the rightmost column of Table 1 . This is a smaller symmetry compared with the U q (g n−1 )-invariance in the case of the infinite system [HKOTY] .
Here is an example of the time evolution (downward) in the periodic A
(1) 3
. At each time step, the states connected by the Weyl group actions S 2 and S 3 are shown, forming commutative diagrams.
A similar example from the basic periodic D In this section we exclusively consider the simply laced g n . Eigenvalues of row transfer matrices in trigonometric vertex models are given by the analytic Bethe ansatz [R, KS] . In the present case, the relevant quantity is the top term of Λ (1) l (u) ((2.12) in [KS] modified with a parameter to fit the notation here):
at the shift (or Hamiltonian) point u = 0. Here
(1) k ), where {u (a) j } are to satisfy the Bethe equation eq.(2.1) in [KN] . For the string solution ( [KN] Definition 2.3), (6) with u = 0 tends to
jα is the center of the α-th string having color a and length j. Denote by m 
where
are defined by
where (C ab ) 1≤a,b≤n is the Cartan matrix of the classical part of g n . The integer ν contained in the quantum space on which the transfer matrices act. In our case, the crystal of the quantum space is taken as
To avoid a notational complexity we temporally abbreviate the triple indices ajα to j, bkβ to k and accordingly z (b) kβ to z k etc. Then (7) reads
where ρ k is actually dependent on l, and given by ρ k = δ b1 min(k, l) for k corresponding to bkβ. The string center equation (8) is written as
sj for some integer s j . Note that A j,k = A k,j . Suppose that the q = 0 eigenvalue (11) satisfies Λ P l l = ±1 for generic solutions to the string center equation (12). It means that there exist integers r j such that j r j A j,k = P l ρ k , or equivalently
where A[j] denotes the matrix A = (A j,k ) with its j-th column replaced by t (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . .). In view of the condition ∀r j ∈ Z, the minimum integer value allowed for P l is (14)
where LCM stands for the least common multiple and ∪ ′ k means the union over those k such that A[k] = 0. The determinants here can be simplified by elementary transformations (cf. [KN] (3.9)). The result is expressed in terms of determinants of matrices with indices in H:
where the matrix F = (F aj,bk ) (a,j),(b,k)∈H is defined by
The union in (15) The LCM in (15) can further be simplified when g n = A
(1) 1 and ν
(1) j = Lδ j1 . We write
. .). A direct calculation leads to
where we have set i k = min(J k , l), J 0 = 0, i 0 = 0, p 0 = L and F [0] = 0. (i k here is not related to those in Table 1 .) Substituting (18) into (15) and using the elementary property of LCM, we find
where 0 ≤ t ≤ s − 1 is the maximum integer such that i t+1 > i t .
Dynamical period
In this section we shall exclusively consider A
(1) n case although the parallel results are expected for D
(1) n . When l → ∞, one puts i k = J k and t = s − 1 in the formula (20) . Eventually the resulting expression coincides with eq.(4.24) in [YYT] , which gives the period of generic states in the periodic box-ball system containing m j solitons of length j. Here by generic is meant the absence of an 'effective translational symmetry' [YYT] . In the present framework it corresponds to the time evolution T l=∞ of the basic periodic A
To generalize such a connection, we invoke the combinatorial version of the Bethe ansatz explored in [KKR, KR] . Given a highest path, namely an element p ∈ B such thatẽ i p = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, one can bijectively attach the data (m . |m (a) | is equal to the number of letters a+1, a+2, . . . , n+1 contained in the corresponding path p. The separate data (m (1) , . . . , m (n) ) and (r (1) , . . . , r (n) ) are called configuration and rigging, respectively.
They obey a special selection rule originating in the string hypothesis. Namely, all the p (a) j defined by (10) must be nonnegative and the maximum part of the partition r Time evolutions of a highest path is not highest in general. Let P h (m) ⊆ B be the set of highest paths whose configuration is m = (m (1) , . . . m (n) ).
Conjecture 1. For a highest path p ∈ P h (m), suppose that T k l (p) exists for any k ∈ Z ≥1 . Then the period of p (minimum positive integer k such that T k l (p) = p) is equal to P l (15) generically, and its divisor otherwise.
Naturally we expect Λ P l l = 1, which can indeed be verified for A
(1) 1 . Conjecture 1 implies that the generic period is a function of the configuration only and does not depend on the rigging. We have abruptly combined the Bethe ansatz results in two different regimes. The first one in section 3 is at q = 0 [KN] , whereas the second one explained here is relevant to q = 1 [KKR, KR] . Conjecture 1 has been confirmed for all the highest paths in B 
2 path = 121121213322111133211, configuration = ( (43111), (4) (431), (32), (2), (1) 
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For instance in the third example, configuration = ( (43111), (4)) means that m 
Size of orbit
In this section we only consider the basic periodic A
(1) n automaton, i.e., B = B ⊗L 1 . In addition to the period under the time evolutions, the Bethe ansatz at q = 0 also leads to a formula for the size of certain orbits in the periodic automaton. Recall the quantity 
The left hand side is the character of B = B ⊗L 1 . The sum extending over all m (a) j ∈ Z ≥0 cancels out except leaving the nonzero contributions only when L ≥ q 1 ≥ · · · ≥ q n . For example when n = 2, one has Ω 6 (((3), (1))) = 6, Ω 6 (((21), (1))) = 36, Ω 6 (((111), (1))) = 18 summing up to 6 3,2,1 = 60 for (q 1 , q 2 ) = (3, 1), whereas Ω 6 (((1), (3))) = 6, Ω 6 (((1), (21))) = −18, Ω 6 (((1), (111))) = 12 cancelling out for (q 1 , q 2 ) = (1, 3). In this sense Ω L (m) gives a decomposition of the multinomial coefficients according to the string pattern m. It is known ( [KN] Lemma 3.7) that Ω L (m) ∈ Z ≥1 for any configuration, namely under the condition ∀p (a) j ≥ 0. Moreover it was pointed out in [KOTY] that the expression (21) for
simplified by (18) coincides exactly with eq.(2.3) in [YYT] , which is the number of automaton states that contain m To deal with this problem we need to consider a more general class of time evolutions. Let B a,j Conjecture 2. Given a configuration m = (m (1) , . . . , m (n) ), one has two alternatives; all the paths in P h (m) are cyclic, or all the paths are not cyclic. In the former case, the following formula is valid:
Orb(p)|.
All the highest paths with length L ≤ 5 are cyclic. The smallest example of non-cyclic P h (m) emerges at L = 6, which is P h (( (22), (2))) only. It consists of the unique highest path p = 112233, which is evolvable but not cyclic. In fact one has T 2,1 stands for the column tableau of depth 2, etc. Thus p ′ in the above sense is not unique, meaning that 213213 ∈ T p is not evolvable hence p is not cyclic. For L = 7, again P h (( (22), (2) (21111), (211), (11), (1)) 304
For example in the third case L = 6, m = ( (1111), (11), (1)), one has P h (m) = {121234, 123124, 123412}, , 123124, 123412, 124123, 212341, 231241, 234121, 241231, 312412, 341212, 412123, 412312}. (24) 
